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Given the importance of pilot plant, which can be viewed as one of the four elements of process development,[1] there is some truth in this assertion. At least this omission forgoes an opportunity to show the students how basic principles, experiments, know-how, experience, simulations, literature data, workflow, etc., come together in the development of products and processes. “Pilot plant real book” to be exact; “Pilot Plant Bible” not an exaggeration. I felt lucky to get a copy of this book BEFORE setting my foot into pilot plant. I found it extremely useful in transitioning into pilot plant operations from R&D laboratory environment. For these two, many things are same in principles but different in real operations. The book teaches everything: reactors, fittings, material compatibility, pumping, heat exchange, distillation, recrystallization, etc. In doing so it truly helps practitioners to scale up reactions successfully and safely. I u The Pilot Plant Role of the Plant · Factors in Scale-Up · Some Do’s and Don’ts · Tips for Developing Scalable Reactions · Calorimetry/Safety Screening · Haz-Ops · Flow Diagrams · Batch Records · GMP. 2. Equipment and Operations Equipment Train · Reactors · Agitation · Raw Material Charging · Reaction Control · Sampling · Workup · Distillation · Crystallization · Isolation/Filtration · Drying · Equipment Cleaning. Blend times on the order of 1-2 seconds are typical in a laboratory flask, but may be. The pilot plant real book. 1-3. 1 - The Pilot.